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Captain Sylvestre de Greybagges is your typical seventeenth-century Cambridge-educated lawyer turned
Caribbean pirate, as comfortable debating the virtues of William Shakespeare, Isaac Newton, and compound
interest as he is wielding a cutlass, needling archrival Henry Morgan, and parsing rum-soaked gossip for his
next target. When a pepper monger's loose tongue lets out a rumor about a fleet loaded with silver, the
Captain sets sail only to find himself in a close encounter of a very different kind.

After escaping with his sanity barely intact and his beard transformed an alarming bright green, Greybagges
rallies The Ark de Triomphe crew for a revenge-fueled adventure to the ends of the earth and beyond.

Destined to become a cult favorite, this frolicsome tale of skullduggery, jiggery-pokery, and chicanery upon
Ye High Seas is brimming with hilarious puns, masterful historical allusions, and nonstop literary hijinks.
Including sly references to Thomas Pynchon, Treasure Island, 1940s cinema, and notable historical figures,
this mélange of delights will captivate readers with its rollicking adventure, rich descriptions of food and
fashion, and learned asides into scientific, philosophical, and colonial history.

Richard James Bentley, who happens to look the part of a salty English sea captain, has trodden many
paths and worn many hats. From his early work as a dealer in dodgy motorcars, he progressed to being a
design engineer on a zeppelin project. Computers then caught his attention and he authored a number of
incomprehensible technical manuals before turning to fiction. He has lived in Switzerland and the
Netherlands and now spins yarns in the north of England. Greenbeard is his first novel.
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From reader reviews:

Abel Mulholland:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive currently, people have
do something to make these survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place and notice by
surrounding. One thing that oftentimes many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading.
That's why, by reading a publication your ability to survive improve then having chance to stay than other is
high. For you personally who want to start reading the book, we give you this particular Greenbeard book as
nice and daily reading reserve. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Rebecca Bailey:

The e-book untitled Greenbeard is the e-book that recommended to you you just read. You can see the
quality of the publication content that will be shown to an individual. The language that publisher use to
explained their ideas are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book,
therefore the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also might get the
e-book of Greenbeard from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Patricia Mattox:

Greenbeard can be one of your nice books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away
because this guide has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to understand,
bit entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her effort to place
every word into satisfaction arrangement in writing Greenbeard however doesn't forget the main place,
giving the reader the hottest in addition to based confirm resource information that maybe you can be among
it. This great information may drawn you into completely new stage of crucial pondering.

Ricardo Hayward:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-
book approach, more simple and reachable. This particular Greenbeard can give you a lot of close friends
because by you investigating this one book you have factor that they don't and make you more like an
interesting person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This book offer you information
that maybe your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than various other make you to be great individuals.
So , why hesitate? We should have Greenbeard.
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